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Introduction

It was 2004 when I have heard the first time about the small world phenomenon. Somebody told me 

that according to this theory everybody know each other through six paths. First I could not imagine 

that, but when I started to count my paths to the american president - which where exactly three - 

and to the pop act Madonna - which where probably four - than I realised that it could be true. It is 

interesting to imagine that the whole world is so connected in our actual internet-century. But how 

was it in the past and what does this development mean for our society? 

The same year started in my hometown Hannover the first social network community; of course we 

did not have a name for it, these times. Based on the small world-theory created some guys from my 

town – they where of course friends of my friends – a page where you can register, add friends, chat 

with them, send them massages and at least watched on a Java application how you personal 

network look alike. During 2004 and 2005 the social network, called kiezkollegen increased. On top 

50.000 people used the network. That is a kind of impressive, when you know that the Hannover 

has barely 600.000 inhabitants. Nearly every single friend of mine was registered. At this time 

nobody realised that this was our beginning of the web used social network success. 



Of course there existed social networks before this hype. Human act social since they start to 

collected in groups. Since the 17th century people meet in coffee houses and talking about their 

personal problems. In the 18th century they started to read newspapers and in the early 90s held 

some forward-looking kids their first conversations in chat-rooms. This is all part of the network 

concept. Networks connect people. In every historical chapter the network system change. And 

every change means a change of the peoples social behaviour and a switch of the common rules. 

The network originalities taking part of our life. They influence us in our thinking. This is a 

constantly ongoing process. Of course force the rise of the internet this development and the pace of 

this process is incredible.

During the last century the huge gap between the internet and the pre-internet age became obvious. 

When I wanted to invite my friend for a birthday party in the 90s, I had to call them or invite them 

personally. With kiezkollegen the inviting process became much easier and at least I invited more 

people. Some of them I did not really know. You can see this of course also as a negative point. You 

can brand this as a estrangement of friendships. But you can not deny that this possibilities change 

your social behaviour significant. When you think about which possibilities you had had to 

participate in a public discussion 20 years ago and now, you may realise what the internet means for 

our society. This is not only a technical development.

Realisation is the first step to understand the mechanism a the new social networks scene. In this 

paper I want to dare the next step. I will try to extract some rules for communities and to show some 

typical behaviours of the internet crowd. There is also the question where that development will 

lead us in the future? Kiezkollegen is nearly dead now. Every internet affine friend of mine use the 

German network studiVZ, the global-player facebook or myspace. I am pretty sure that the 

percentage of social network users is already higher than ten per cent of the population in the 

western world. And it increases. Now twitter is one the way to become the famous platform and 

nobody know where we will be in three years. So it could make sense to think about the 

possibilities and problems this new society brought us.

Oh and by the way. In 2007 Jure Leskovec and Eric Horvitz made a study to prove the small world 

thesis. They figured out that everybody know each other above 6,6 paths1. But I am sure that the 

number of paths is already lower now...



Short history of virtual networks

When the personal computer (PC) was made accessible to a broad audience in the 70s the people 

did not see the real potential of the machine. They used the computer just to improve things they 

have done before. People used it for example to replace the typewriter and later, when the internet 

was invented, they send e-mail instead of letters. In these days you could see the PC as a technical 

development. But slowly it turned into a social. It changed our social behaviours and the 

compositions of social networks. This is a usual process in the world history. When Johannes 

Gutenberg invented the book press in the 15th century, he created a machine to improve the process 

of copying books. But in the following century's developed a publishing scene, which changed the 

possibilities to spread out information in Europe completely. The technical step was only a 

precursor of a greater development. You can see that as a kind of social revolution.

Of course the society does not change overnight. It is a process. These kind of inventions need some 

time to become understandably for the majority. In case of the internet this process went on very 

fast. The first interesting project, the PLATO-System, used the possibilities of the new technology 

from the 1960s on. It was constructed by a group of scientist on the University of Illinois as a 

computer based learning engine. Since 1974 it allows students to communicate with each other 

through something like a chat-room. Even when it was created to replace a regular lesson, it was 

something more. It made studying much more individual and let it become possible to work on a 

project with somebody you do not know and may have never seen. So the PLATO-Project became 

very famous and it worked until the 80s.

The next step was the bulletin board system (BBS). That was a kind of a mailbox system where 

every user could access and save massages through telephone calls. Before the internet became 

popular the BBC was the only communication tool which offered the possibility to have a two way 

discussion all over the world and to share documents. You can see it as a prototype of the web. But 

it was not good manageable and did not seem to be interesting for a great mass. With the opening of 

the world wide web 1993 the influence of BBS shrank rapidly. And the internet brought the chat-

room hype. I can remember that in the mid and end 90s every TV show started to overlay their 

internet addresses at the end of the show. At this time nobody around me thought that their web 

presentation where interesting. They used the web only to present their boring, obsolete content. 

The only new thing you could find in the web where chat-rooms. They offered us the possibility to 

changed the planing structure of our lives. They create something new: virtual networks.



But even chat-rooms did and do not access the whole possibilities of the web. They can only be 

seen as a pre-stage to the real interactive internet revolution. The cause of that is simple. Chat-

rooms have to be visit. You have to make an appointment to meet there. This does not fit to the 

individualism, that the internet offers. You do not want to comply with someone others time table. 

This is one of the new behaviour pattern of the internet age. The solution for this problem was 

already invented, in the 60s. But famous became the instant massage chat system not until the end 

of the 90s. The instant massagers had one big advantage. The program you have to download for 

your messenger give you the possibility to recognise when your friends are online and let your 

friends recognise when you are online. So you could chat without making an appointment and 

without changing you timetable for anybody else. The first famous instant messengers where ICQ 

and AOL messenger AIM. Nowadays Skype and the Microsoft messenger MSN are the highest 

frequented. 

These messengers are very private and only useful for friends you already have. To tab the full 

potential of the internet it is necessary to use something more open. Because you may want to make 

new friends in the web. This and one other demand of the internet age forced the creation of the 

social network communities (SNC). The other demand is the never ending thirst for gossip. The life 

of the others developed in the last decade to the most popular entertainment. You can take all the 

reality shows in TV to underline this statement. On the other side there is a increasing demand of 

self-manifestation. These two points lead us to the invention of SNCs. The first famous SNC was 

classmates.com. A platform build 1995 to find, connect and keep in touch with old classmates. 

When the whole world yelled 2004/05 for a interactive web, the media branded “web 2.0”, the 

concept of SNCs became very popular. The most used SNC is nowadays Marc Zuckerbergs 

facebook. It has actually 200 million members and a revenue of approximately 300 million US 

Dollar revenue2. Other global player are myspace and bebo. 

The pros of the SNC are obvious. You can find and stay friends with people, you can spread out and 

receive information easily, you can use it whenever you want and you are available every time. But 

the most important thing is that they replace nothing we had before. To manage that huge 

communities with this short information lines was simply not possible for a normal person. Since 

we have our SNC account we can collect all of our friend. Even loose contacts can be saved for a 

long time – as long as booth sides want to. We can meet people who have the same music taste or 

buy the same shoes. Communities arise and can go down in a short time. We are not engaged. The 

communication nets becoming larger, more complex and the average connections become weaker - 

as I mentioned in the introducing. At least the invention of the micro-blogging portal twitter 2007 



can not be seen as a further development of this network process. It is more a beside development. 

Twitter is a platform to collect information based on old human social structures mixed with a new 

component. Listen to your friends - anytime.

All these inventions could of course only become so famous because of the falling internet prices 

and the ongoing development of the technologies. As I mentioned in the beginning, the first step for 

a social development is always a technical invention. But a technical invention can on the other side 

only be a beginning of the process. It will only succeed when the society have a demand for that. 

Hence some inventions do not work, only because they came to early. On the other hand can 

demand in the society force the invention process. And as you know, the demand discover the price. 

And what is more attractive for a scientist than get more money for his invention. That makes the 

social demand to an important value. 

To dare a look in the future it is important to remember the demands of social networks nowadays. 

And according to the rule of more individuality and the fact that we want to have the possibility to 

do things everywhere and anytime, the portably internet has to be the next step in this process. We 

have to take a look on the mobile technology development in the next years. 

How networks work

In this chapter I want to collect some rules how social communities work in a virtual context. Some 

of them are quite close to rules you had to follow in the past. But in some cases the new age of 

virtual communities bare huge differences. This rules clarify the change of the social behaviour. 

They are the marking point of the ongoing process of society's change. At least I will show through 

this examples why some communities succeed and some not. And of course I want to think about 

what could happen in the future. It is all a question of understanding the web world mechanism.

The first thing we have to recognise when we talk about virtual communities is, that they are a 

social phenomenon. A SNC is not technical. Even when it needed a technical development to 

chanced the social behaviours, it does not mean that virtual communities are really virtual. The 

actors of them are still human beings. They follow social rules, like s regular crowd. According to 

this idea you have to realise, that you can not create a community3. There are already there. When 

you want to collect a community you have to think about, what the community needs. What can you 

do for them? Therefor you need social skills. This is how you cache them up.



According to the first rule we have to recognise that behind every account and every virtual me is 

a human identity. You must treat them like humans. You have to imagine them tipping words in 

their keyboards. Maybe in another part of the word, maybe one house away. Even when it is 

anonymous, the persons behind the nickname do not want to patronize, abuse or become laugh out. 

In his book “What would Google do?” described Jeff Jarvis an interesting situation. His daughter 

was member of the American Girl-SNC. After the owner Matell figured out, that the community 

does not collect enough money, they closed the platform without warning. So suddenly his daughter 

loosed all friends she made there4. This is the worst thing you can ever made. Even when you own 

the platform, you can not own human relations. And trying to destroy them is the worst reputation 

you can have.

When you try to control a community it has to end bad. One example for this is the development of 

the German SNC studieVZ. Since they are owned by the German publisher Holtzbrinck they deleted 

many groups and accounts, which they do not want to have in there portfolio. On the other hand 

they launched a new condition act, to sell personal information to companies. This process is quite 

unsatisfactory. A lot of people complain about 

that and I can feel that the use of it trace back in 

my personal surrounding. Hence the page 

impressions shrank in the first halve of 2008 

rapidly (watch stats left)5 They ignored a simple 

rule: A social community accept no or only a 

low hierarchy system. Their members want to 

be autonomous. They want no overseer. When 

you follow our actual employment market you 

have to recognise, that more and more people have the dream to work autonomous. The German 

authors Holm Friebe and Sascha Lobo call them the “digital boheme”6. I do not see a reason why 

these people should give up there autonomy in there leisure time. 

This behaviour is quite good for our society. A low hierarchy distributed group can - according to 

James Surowiecki's book “The wisdom of crowds” - find much better solution for problems than 

other systems. Hierarchy can kill the wisdom that a crowd have. That is one of the reason why 

twitter is so successful these days. It is better and faster than any other information channel. Just 

remember the airplane crash in the Hudson river. Few minutes after the evacuation a passenger send 

the first pictures through twitter. The big pro twitter has: there is no hierarchy system between the 



user. It connect people very fast and let them do what they want to do. There are no groups which 

can be deleted and I have not heard about a deleted user jet. To find solutions twitter user build 

there own hierarchy. There are people which voices will become more influential than others. But 

they can also loose there reputation. It is all a social process. Of course has twitter a administration. 

But they interact very seldom.

Another important rule is to give the user the most broad freedom, cooperation and interaction 

possibilities. People like it, when they can create things by there own. There want to be involved in 

the network. Not only as a consumer. It is much more personal to have your own designed web-

portal-page. Unintentional that rule helped myspace to become so successful. Because of a hole in 

there application it was possible for everybody to design there own page and add there favourite 

music song. That gave this SNC a personal touch, which is missed in other communities. Beside is a 

personal design an important part of self-realisation. The people want to present them self. They 

want to show there photos, videos, other documents and of course there music taste and there design 

skills. The possibility of sharing these things with other people makes a community attractive. It 

creates that extra, that you could not have without your network.

Every single SNC follow this currently 

described rules. File, information and 

lifestyle sharing is very important for social 

networks. But the content has to be easy 

manageably. That means, that the page do 

not have to be to confuse. You do not want 

to make thousands of clicks to come to your 

target. The page need an easy layout and a 

god inner page linking system. The best example for that is craiglists.org7. This page has a horrible 

design, but the usability is very easy. That makes craiglists so successful. On the other side is 

myspace the worst example. The possibilities to change your layout are indeed positive, but the 

usability is to complicate and confusing. That could be one reason why myspace is shrinking from 

the former biggest SNC to a niche community or a simple music portal. Of course as a niche 

product it is still possible to collect advertisement. A study from the marketing research institute 

Nielsen (watch stats above)8 showed that myspace made 2008 more money out of commercial than 

the branch leader facebook. Reason: it has a concrete shape. The commercials can be linked to the 

page content.



Now we have to talk about the most important subject: money. A good community has to be free or 

easy payable. The problem is not that nobody wants to pay for something he or she likes and uses, 

but they what to meet a lot of friends on the platform. The biggest pro of SNCs is the mass of 

people who use it. The more people are collected on a platform, the more reasons for you to join 

them. So you can for example meet old friends on the platform. This is not working when your 

SNC consist only of a small elite. Of course there are also smaller niche communities, like 

xing.com which do not have to follow this rule. But then they have to avoid another problematic 

situation. The internet is a fast content transmitter. You do not want to waste much time. Pay 

situations waste always time. And maybe you do not have a credit card or your PayPal account is 

not working. A platform that is not reachable because of these kind of problems, will not be 

successful.

The reason for this rule leads us to another rule. Platforms have to be accessible everywhere. From 

a mobile, a internet coffee, at work or at home. A log in must be possible anywhere and anytime. 

The applications have to be written - or the license have to be open, that the user can rewrite it - for 

the newest kinds of hardware. This is one part of the mentioned individuality. Waiting for 

something is very unpopular in the internet age. Actually the technical development can not handle 

this demand. But I am sure that every mobile of the new generation will have a possibility to use the 

real internet, not the crappy w@p-version of it. 

The last rule I would like to mention is the rule of trust and appreciation. Even when the internet 

and the virtual communities are a social and human phenomenon, they act in a virtual space. So it is 

very difficult to judge somebody. The solution of this problem has to be trust. The people have to 

trust the administrator, that he punish rude behaviours. The administrator have to trust the people, 

that they comply the netiquette. And the people have to trust each other that they take it serious. 

This creates a construction of togetherness. When one of the three parts avoid, the whole system 

will collapse. Nobody wants to spend his or her leisure time with people they do not like, trust and 

appreciate. Usually everybody respects the rules and nobody want to loose the community, social 

interaction, friends.

To conclude this bunch of rules I presented, I would like to say that I not claim completeness. I 

followed In my numeration the four big changes that the internet age brought us: transparent 

humans, individualism, the lack of areal distance and the anytime reachability. I talked about how 

this change infect our community behaviours and how this is realised in the internet. Maybe I forgot 

some rules. But I think that I touched the main points and now you can slightly guess how a virtual 

community differ from a “real” one.



Networks, public sphere and society

I think now we have a clue how social communities, work and how they look alike. In this chapter I 

want to talk about the meaning of the development for our society. The state-of-the-art of a 

communication system is always an indicator how developed a society is and soon will be. For our 

democratic system exemplary it is important that we have the freedom of speech and a nationwide 

public sphere. In the early modern times the increasing of broadsheets and later the development of 

newspapers supported the freedom movements in the 18/19th century in France and elsewhere. 

Through this communication lines the people where able to collect in a totally new way. Hence they 

could create a new society system. Unfortunately this do not has to create freedom and peace. For 

the nazi-system in Germany it was for example quite important that they could use the radio as a 

medium to spread out there racist propaganda. The interesting question is, what will be the 

important changes of our political system in the future and how will we call them? 

For that we have to explain the system of public sphere in broad outlines. According to Jürgen 

Habermas the public sphere can take place everywhere. In a coffee house discussion or through a 

newspaper purchase. Public sphere means that people share information and personal opinions9. 

This process is the main figure of the public opinion creation. The question who belong to the 

public is a question of what kind of political system is dominating. You can say that the political 

decision-maker build always the public. In systems where a small group of people dominate the 

majority, like in monarchy, oligarchy, dictatorship or autocracy the public consist only of the 

members of this group. In a democracy every free citizens is a member of the public and build of 

course the public opinion. You must differentiate here between the democracy of the antique Athens 

- where only a third of the inhabitants belonged to the free citizens - and the modern democracy - 

where usually every human being from a specific age is part of the public. 

The public opinion comes, as I mentioned out of a processes of information and opinion sharing. 

This is always related to the existence of networks. You can not carry, spread out and share 

information without them. Every group is a network itself and mostly also part of a bigger network. 

Hence the shape of networks affect the public sphere. You can say the more complex the network 

system, the more free the society. This contains on a simple rule: When you have several different 

source of information than you have to classify and sort by your own, your personal opinion will be 

less influence by a single source of information. That does not mean that your opinion will be 

better, but it will be more personal. One maxim of the democratic system is to guarantee the 

freedom of a personal opinion. But in fact the possibilities are bordered, nowadays. In the 20th 



century's society the power of information was in the hand of a small group. The information canals 

and the mass media where owned by some economist and the state. They tried to influence the 

public opinion through they networks. That means that the quality of networks has change. They 

become something like a currency, you have to own to collect power.

To underline this I would like to quote the book “Social Networks in urban situations” from the 

ethnologist Clide J. Mitchell, one of the founder of the network studies: “These three things abideth 

– class, role and network – and the greatest of these is network”10. The fact that the book is 

published 1952, proves that he recognised very early how important networks are. When you 

observe the following decades, you can easily claim, that values like class and role became less and 

less important. But the relevance of networks increase. Another theory I would like to mention is 

the social capital idea. This idea define social capital as the opposite of human capital. The north 

american shape of this idea trace the social capital back on three concepts - networks, trust and 

social skills11. I think all this parts of social capital are related. You need social skills to earn trust, 

you need trust to build networks and you need networks to become social skilled. They all together 

build the public sphere and create the public opinion. When I speak about networks I always mean 

this triple-concept.

When we are agree that this whole network atmosphere is very important for the society shape, we 

have to take a look how and why does it change in the internet age. The first point is the increasing 

complexity of networks. In the middle age was for example a mouth to mouth propaganda the only 

possible way to spread information. So the social networks where very local. The internet and other 

technological development like cell phones made it possible to spread information through different 

channels and to have a huge international community. In fact our networks turned international and 

they crossed each other much more often than before. This reduce distances and can create 

situations where physical and mental localisation are not similar. You can listen to radio, watch TV 

and talk with people from your home country without being physically there. It is not complicated 

to keep close contact with people in other countries. And the rapidly shrinking prices of the 

transportation system underline this shorten distances. 

This complexity has two different impacts. I already mentioned, that a complex network society 

grant more freedom. The people obtain the possibility to decide things more individual. That force 

the democratic pluralism. But complexity also means that networks become more difficult. It 

become harder to understand and dominate them. This means that the people which dominate 

networks become more powerful. They belong to a small elite. Therefor they can ask for higher 



prices for sell there skills. That means that the value of the social capital-triple at all arise. High 

valuate social skills lead us to the problem of private and public sphere. In these days it is hard to 

discern this two from each other. Everything what you write in the internet is for example public. 

Also when not everybody realises that. That system works only as long as the triple-concept of 

social capital works. But it can become a big problem, when people who have the possibility to 

dominate networks, sell your personal data to somebody you can not trust.

Another fact that has changed is the value of information. In the pre-internet age we had only a 

certain quantity of available information. We depended on a kind of externally controlled medium. 

With the new bloggosphere everybody can publish everything and everybody can read everything 

now. It is much easier to get the information. That means, that the value of information itself - the 

search for and spread out of it - shrunk. The more valuable process nowadays is the sorting of 

information. And that at least is more than anything else a social skill. You can see this as a positive 

development; it charge our minds. But you must also have to know, that more information cause not 

automatically a better result. A study of Jack Treynor for example showed that a group of people 

have a good ability to guess the correct number of jelly-beans in a glass jug. But when they get to 

much useless information before they start to guess, their result getting worst12. That means that a 

mass of information can overstrain us and we evaluate at least unimportant information to high.

When we talk about networks it is necessary to talk also about the changes of human behaviour in 

groups at all. The special behaviour of groups can have a rapidly influence how a network work. 

Normally you can say, that a mass of people can gain a better results than the most single group 

members. The explanation of this phenomenon: When people with different characters try to find a 

good solution for a problem, they will all make some mistakes. But this mistakes are gaussian 

distribution. That means that their average is almost the correct answer. The wrong answers erase 

each other. But there are a lot of variables which influence this process and can effect bad solutions. 

When the group for example communicate to much among each other and make a solution in a big 

meeting, different voices will get different values. But the loud voices must not be the best. The 

group of strong speakers is as gaussian distributed as the bigger group. But the stitch group is 

smaller now. That will make the result looser. Otherwise will the majority think that they influenced 

the solution and consider it also as their solution – because people like to follow the mass13. 

Therefor they will support each other and the whole group starts to polarise more and more. This 

process is called cascading. For a successful network it is important to avoid this. 

To end my toughs about how the internet age change our democracy, I would like to compare the 



communication system changes with the capitalism-theses of Karl Marx. In this theory starts every 

system change with the development of the production forces. When the production forces have 

changed, that it comes to a subsidence slop - because of the obsolescence relation of productions. 

Hence it need a radical chance of this the relations to create a new mode of production. Actually the 

invention of the computer and the internet changed our production forces. You can see the switch of 

values in the communication system as a change of productive forces – catchword social capital. 

But the relations of production between the new value social skills and the production mode of our 

society is not in balance. So we need a change of the production mode. When we call the actual 

mode of our communication system democratic, how can we call the new mode? Democracy 2.0?
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